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2022 All-Kagnew Station Reunion
UPDATE #12
Good news, sort of…..
First the good news: we have completely sold out our stock of the
2022 Kagnew Commemorative Challenge
Coin.

However…. We will approach the vendor on AUGUST 15th with a
request to fill a supplemental order. There is no guarantee we will
be able to obtain any additional coins, especially for a small
quantity, but we will try.
For any new orders we receive, we will not deposit your check.
Should we not be able to obtain additional coins, we’ll return your
check.
Concerning the reunion activities –

After considering several options we have opted to have one of
our own (Bob Silva, Tract C, 5/65 – 1/67) host a presentation
representing a compilation of “My best memories of my time at
Kagnew Station”.
To that end, we are soliciting contributions from any Kagnew
veteran or dependent. Please consider your one best memory
(please keep it ‘clean’ and unclassified) and send us a 1-2
paragraph summary. You need not be a polished writer… we can
edit anything that’s needed.
Start off with: My best memory was when…….. and just tell your
story.
We will also be showing a collection of photos from ‘way back
when’, that will be sure to jog more than a few memories. We have
more than enough photos of the front gate, but we could really use
photos of people and/or places. If you have a few you’d like to
share, please let us know and we’ll figure out how to add them to
the photo file.
Finally, for those attending and signed up for the Thursday
Nashville Tours. We will be contacting you to determine who will
be visiting the Country Music Hall of Fame or the Johnny Cash
Museum so we can reserve and obtain the necessary admission
tickets.
‘til then, only 67 days and counting….
Best regards,
Tom Daly
HHC, ’70-71

